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, BLOOD FEUD „. . 
By Edward Hannibal and Robert 
Boris, Ballantine Books. 310 pp. S10. 

.• 

By Jack Flannery:..:-.1  i • - 
Bobby ..Kennedy and " Jimmy .  Hoffa 

'froght for years; the former trying to put 
1.1-.e latter in jail, the latter resisting the 

rancorously; successfully, but not 
finally. Hoffa went to'prisen, Kennedy to 
his death, Hoffa lo a fate unclear.,? 	' 

!..4*.  Which, along with events before, dur. 
_ing and after, could have made a quite 
„Compelling book of 'journalism, Instead, 
`authors 'Hannibal and Boris chose to pro• 
duce what they label, "a documentary 
ftovel."  I think they:made a mistake; for 

is reaz'er at least, • the book doesn't 
I 	. 

3Z:72 readers turn off on stunt books 
On principle. Others 'will go alorig with' 
them, but Make.  an understandable 

-- demand: the stunt 	In this case, creating 
dialogue, thoughts', situations for people 

-we've seen in recent history --has got to 
roue off every second.' • "!' 	• 

That's hard, and I think the authors 
here finally fail to pull it,  off. I don't know 
..khcher it's that a reader's disbelief just 

JIMMY HOFFA 
fate unclear •, • 

won't stay susp'ended Over so 1O'ng d haul, 
whether the material is just too copious, 
or whether, paradoxically, they simply 
fail to bring these recently living people 
"to life." 	• 	: 	• • - 

I'm prepared to believe, with an excep-
tion noted below, that Bobby did this and 
Jimmy did that, and maybe even: that 
Jack Kennedy said one thing and -Jack 
Ruby even 

or 	
or did thus and so; But.  

somehow or other, ''facts" don't produce 
fiction hero, don't create a "reality", that 

• 

	

is essenti:,1 to a good novel. 	0 i 	. 
II that sounds nuts — fact to fiction to 

reality — MayL: that gets closer tolwhat's 
wrong here: if "it" happened, wq is it 

, presented as fiction? If "it" didn't happen, 
why is Bobby saying those thingS, ,/liy is 
Jimmy doing those other things 1-  and 
maybe the real problem here is th it this 
reviewer isn't flexible enough to dart in 
and out of reality as frequently as meces-

, sary to get with the whole show. 
The scene that must "cants ali e"  for 

me is one I'll bet the price of tlt book 
never happened: Bobby and JimrnV, of an 

' early morning, alone on a bench ehind 
- the Hatch Shell, no less, with Bo by of-
' tering a reduced jail term if Hof a will 

quit union activities. Nice fcene: 
characterization, credible dialogue'  tells-

' ' a.lot-in-arlittle. I didn't believe.'i for a 
minute, but I "believed"  it. ,..,'.: , 
. That's the dilemma, perhaps: porting 
"truth" from "fiction", having i tor think 
about that every step of the way In the 
book, bring distracted throughout py the 
wondering of whether this or th t hap- 

: pened or not. It gets to be too, muc work 
• to be very much fun. 
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